Sound & Stage

Leading European pro-audio inno vators Outline have announced the
launch of their latest design, the all-new
L3000 multi-purpose amplifier .
The L3000 has been created to offer
a compact, powerful DSP-equipped
multi-channel amplifier that can
be configured to drive most
loudspeaker configurations.
Additionally, its form factor
eschews the traditional 19”
rackmount format, its mech anism being housed in a
super-tough, lightweight
chassis using the same
materials and roadworthy
polyurea external coating as
Outline s tour-grade loud speakers.

Across industries from film and
television production, to theatre
and corporate events audio engi neers and professionals continually

search for solutions that offer excep tional durability and value. Product
longevity, reliability, ruggedness,
and sound quality ensure that appli cations don t fall short of audience
expectations—no matter what the
stage.
Shure has unveiled DuraPlex , the
company s new subminiature (5
mm) omnidirectional lavalier and

Its modest dimensions make it ideal
for a huge range of audio installation
projects, notably those
where
space constraints
(espe -

cially at home) make it impossible or
impractical to find space for traditional
amplifier racks. L3000 allows 3,000w of
pure audio
power
to be
tucked
away
out of
sight,
under a
bar, on a
shelf, in a
cupboard or
anywhere that s
convenient to the
application…Outline
has also supplied a ded icated rackmount kit that

allows one or two L3000s to be secured
in standard enclosure.
Featuring two inputs and four
outputs, the unit s routing and opera tional parameters are configured using
Armonía Plus, the amplifier s manage ment software which also offers control
of input / output levels and EQ, delay,
polarity, crossover filters and limiter
settings. Its combination of power,
onboard DSP control and flexible oper ation make it an extremely cost-effec tive option for powering virtually any
installed sound system.
Like all Outline products, the L3000
is 100% designed and manufactured in
Italy using only the highest quality com ponents. Visit l3000.outline.it to find out
more about true innovation.

headset microphone. Designed to stand
up to the toughest conditions, DuraPlex
boasts Shure s first IP57 certification
rating, keeping dirt, dust, water, and

rectional Waterproof Lavalier Micro

on sound quality.
DuraPlex s 1.6 mm cable is the
same that is found in TwinPlex.
Ideal for unpredictable, high-stakes
environments like reality TV, theater,
or even fitness instruction, DuraPlex
was tested to ensure uninterrupted
audio in all conditions.
DuraPlex DH5 Headsets come in
multiple colors (Tan, Cocoa, Black)
with a sleek, brushed steel frame
for quick,

-

phone and the DH5 Omnidirectional
Waterproof Headset Microphone .
Complementing Shure s expansive
portfolio of mid- and high-tier wireless
systems, the IP57 rating and cable du rability of DuraPlex offers the market an
entirely new tier of audio performance
and ruggedness. The MEMs element
yields consistent and neutral sound
quality with low self-noise for vocal
clarity in multiple environments.
“In developing DuraPlex, we wanted
to provide a simple, consistent,
reliable solution, ready to tackle
any environment,” commented
John Born , Senior Global Prod uct Manager at Shure. “The
neutral response, easy-to-use
accessories and design, com bined with best-in-class cable
durability and waterproof ele ment, quickly make DuraPlex
an outstanding leader at this
price tier.”
DuraPlex comes complete
with the accessories needed
to support simplified usability:
a carrying case, snap-fit and
foam windscreens, single tie
clip, and a presence cap are
all included. DL4 also comes
packaged with a sticky mount. The
easy-to-conceal form factor and
ultra-lightweight/easily mountable
design allows for quick applications,
costume changes, and discrete place ment under wardrobe with no impact

perspiration from upstaging the audio.
The minimalistic form factor offers a
supreme out-of-the-box experience and
features the same cable durability of
TwinPlex. DuraPlex was developed with
input from esteemed audio profession als and supports the diverse needs of
film and television, theater, broadcast,
and corporate presentations.
DuraPlex consists of the DL4 Omnidi -
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confident,
and stable placement. DH5
pricing starts at $399. DL4 Lavaliers
are available in four colors (Black,
Tan, Cocoa, White) and are available
starting at $299. Both prod ucts are now globally
available.
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